
CASE STUDY: “I’M ALL ABOUT LEADS”

How Embedded Computing Design generated leads 
for clients with different needs at embedded world

Problem 
 

Since GDPR has changed the digital rules of 

engagement, more companies are seeking live 

venues as a means to engage with embedded 

engineers to grow their databases. embedded 

world, the largest international conference catering 

to the embedded space, is at the top of the list and 

THE show for embedded leaders and innovators. 

However, given the size and scope of the show, 

coupled with limited resources, many vendors only 

engage with a tiny fraction of potential attendees, 

and don’t have the bandwidth to stretch across the 

show landscape.  

Solution 
 
Embedded Computing Design 

• Leveraged multiple promotional platforms to   

 drive engineers to its booth, 

• Presented its clients’ products, services and   

 solutions to hundreds of engineers, and  

• Managed and executed multiple lead generating  

 elements to collect leads on behalf of its clients.

Results
 

Client A received over 800 single opt-in leads, coupled with 

pertinent data. In order to qualify, engineers had to answer 

three questions identified by the client. The data collected 

from the qualifying questions offered Client A geographical 

demographics, as well as insight into content necessary to 

help engineers meet design requirements.  

Client B expanded its footprint into a new market by 

sponsoring a multi-vendor turnkey kiosk, manned by 

Embedded Computing Design. Booth personnel were able 

to collect over 300 single opt-in leads, with 89% requesting 

future engagement. As a result, Client B was able to add 

those leads into its own database for nurturing.  

Client C wanted leads. It sponsored a survey with a 

qualifying question and collected 500 single opt-in leads. 

The data results also gave Client C a pulse on platform 

preferences, unveiling opportunities to tap into 

unchartered territories.  

Prior to embedded world, Client D introduced a new 

development kit. Embedded Computing Design’s events 

team collaborated with Client D to create awareness around 

the product through social posts and email campaigns, as 

well as development kit giveaways each day of the show. 

Client D’s CEO was even invited to host the giveaway during 

the event. As a result, Client D received more than 560 

single opt-in leads.   

Client E wanted awareness and leads at embedded world. 

Client E supplied the Embedded Computing Design events 

team 750 mobile phone pop-sockets to be handed out with 

a simple survey question. Attendees were invited to place 

the pop-socket on their phones and visit Client E’s website 

that was branded on the giveaway.

For additional information, please contact  
Tom Varcie, Director of Sales and Marketing 
at tom.varcie@opensysmedia.com


